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The I Factor offers a collection of simple
insights for connecting in your personal
relationships. What is The I Factor We live
in an age of unprecedented 24/7
connection, in which Facebook, email, text
messaging and other forms of electronic
communication have us instantly connected
to anyone and everyone around us. And
yet, despite being more connected than
ever, many of us are also experiencing a
profound and pervasive sense of isolation
and disconnectedness. We skate along the
surface of our relationships, having
swapped quantity for quality and frequency
for depth. The I Factor gets back to basics
on whats been missing from our personal
relationships all along. Specifically, this
book is about intimacy, a fresh take on a
very old subject and a new way of looking
at a forgotten idea. Because old-fashioned
intimacy is really just the deeper level of
connection that most of us talk about
wanting in our personal relationships, but
struggle to find in our modern-day lives.
This uniquely approachable book focuses
exclusively on intimacy and our universal
need for connection with a collection of
over one hundred concise insights that are
well-suited for todays fast-paced lifestyle a
book for the wired world of Twitter, sound
bites, and short attention spans. Clear and
direct, with illustrative quotes, and
cartoons for a bit of humor, this book gets
to the heart of what true connection is all
about. It will increase your awareness of
what intimacy is and isnt, and provide a
framework for cultivating more authentic
and meaningful connections so that your
close personal relationships can be more
loving, harmonious and satisfying. The I
Factor is a book about increasing the level
of connection in all of your personal
relationships, including those with
romantic partners, friends and family
members and most importantly, the one
you have with yourself. So whatever you
call it the I factor intimacy connection this
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book will enhance your personal
relationships, facilitate your own personal
growth, and contribute to your overall
sense of connectedness, serenity and
well-being. Who This Book is For Simple
insights to improve your relationships and
your life! Whether youre a man or a
woman, young or old, straight or gay, in a
friendship, a family relationship, single,
dating, partnered, married or divorced If
youd like to understand how emotional
connection is the long-term glue that binds
together your personal relationships If
youre more interested in the similarities
between people and their universal need
for connection rather than the differences
If something seems to be missing from
your personal relationships and you cant
quite put your finger on it If youre
experiencing conflict with your partner, a
friend, or a family member and youre
having difficulty resolving it If you feel
stuck in old, recurring patterns of relating
that no longer work for you If your
relationships tend to skate along the surface
and you want to go deeper If youd like
your personal relationships to change but
you dont know where to start Then this is
the book for you. Why This Book The I
Factor was written from the unique
perspective of an ex-husband and wife
who, over the course of nearly twenty-five
years, have maintained an enduring
connection through dating, marriage and
divorce. It distills their accumulated
wisdom about emotional intimacy acquired
through their own personal journeys, their
relationships with each other and with
others, and a long-term commitment to
personal growth.
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this 8-Week Small Group Study, you will learn more about your I-Factor, discover important insights The I-Factor Book
Trailer - YouTube The I-Factor captivates readers from the veryfirst words, as it opens up talking about the death of the
worlds greatest entertainer, Michael Images for The I Factor The I Factor by Van Moody REVIEW Joy in the Ordinary
The I Factor [Paul N. Weinberg, Dr. Susan A. Dyer] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The I Factor offers a
collection of simple insights for The I Factor has 49 ratings and 11 reviews. Toyin said: ?Van writes this book with lots
of examples to show the reader how they can introspect, learn abo The I Factor: Paul N. Weinberg, Dr. Susan A. Dyer:
9780983745907 He does well to correlate popular culture and movies such as Titanic to the I factor. Which is not
something you would orginally think of! Van Moody Releases THE I-FACTOR Book - Broadway World The
Paperback of the The I Factor: How Building a Great Relationship with Yourself Is the Key to a Happy, Successful Life
by Van Moody at EP 9 - The I-Factor - RadioMD - 47 min - Uploaded by Van MoodyGet your copy of The I-Factor
today by going to http:// Join our Online The I Factor: How Building a Great Relationship with - The I-Factor
provides the key to achieving the life of greatness that you are destined for. The I Factor: How Building a Great
Relationship - Barnes & Noble Moody (The People Factor), pastor of the Worship Center in Birmingham, Ala., has
developed another strong primer on self-understanding as it Nonfiction Book Review: The I Factor: How Building a
Great The I Factor focuses on building a positive relationship with yourself in order to be successful in whatever it is
you are called to do. The book Via Bella: What is The I Factor? Take your understanding of The I-Factor to a deeper
level. In this 8-Week Small Group Study, you will learn more about your I-Factor, discover important insights The I
Factor Simple Insights for Connecting in Your Personal - 1 min - Uploaded by Van MoodyThe I-Factor is about
managing yourself and your whole-life well. Understanding your identity : The I Factor: How Building a Great
Relationship with The I Factor: 8-Week Small Group Study Guide [Van Moody] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The key to the life you want is inside you.
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